SECURITY

PROACTIVE
CYBERSECURITY
The exponential growth of data, increasing attack vectors, stringent data
protection and privacy requirements, and a shortage of skilled personnel
have made cybersecurity a dynamic, everyday concern. Attackers will never
stop trying to take advantage of your organization’s vulnerabilities. As long
as threats exist, you need an effective security program to counteract them.

SECURITY SOLUTIONS
With an end-to-end portfolio of solutions and services backed by decades
of expertise, Sirius is uniquely positioned to help organizations mature
their security programs, reduce risk, and take a forward-leaning approach
to prevention, detection and response.

• Infrastructure

Our offerings focus on the fundamental elements of an effective security
program with an eye toward helping our clients address the cybersecurity
skills gap, and leverage the cloud to boost agility and innovate faster
than ever before.

• Identity & Access Management

THE SIRIUS DIFFERENCE
With nearly 20 years of experience delivering
leading information security solutions, we help
organizations reduce the complexities involved
in making technology decisions in a fast-paced
industry.

• Data & Application
• Intelligence & Analytics
• Threat & Vulnerability Management
• Program Strategy & Operations

• Our expertise is not limited to
security—we are a $800+ million
practice inside a $3.5B integrator

• 2020 IBM Beacon Award winner
for Outstanding Security Solution

• One of the top security integrators
in North America with expertise
across the enterprise

• 2020 CRN Triple Crown Award,
seven-time winner (Solution
Provider 500, Tech Elite 250, Fast
Growth 150)

• Custom PoCs and bake-offs with
hundreds of solutions in our
$40- million, state-of-the-art
Technology Enablement Center
with 50+ engagements annually

• 2020 CRN Managed Security 100

• 2020 #1 ranking in Channel
Future’s MSP 501/NextGen 101
following 3 years as #1 ranked
worldwide in the MSP501

SECURITY SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
Sirius takes a comprehensive approach to security and risk management. We offer world-class technology solutions,
expert implementation and advisory services, comprehensive managed services, and proven methodologies backed
by customized testing in our state-of-the-art Technology Evaluation Center. We help to advance your security program
and optimize your overall IT risk management strategy so that you can protect your data, your intellectual property,
and your brand.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Strengthen your first line of defense against sophisticated
threats. Our solutions and services help you gain extensive
visibility into network traffic based on applications, users,
and content; remove malicious traffic while maintaining the
delivery of legitimate business flows; and, securely manage
IoT devices.

DATA & APPLICATION
Protect your information assets against mistakes that lead to
data leaks and intentional misuse by insiders, as well as external
attacks on your information infrastructure. We help you protect
data no matter where it is stored, used or transmitted through
the development of a data-centric security program.

INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS
Arm yourself with the tactical, operational and strategic
insights you need to understand how you are being targeted,
and invest wisely in the right set of countermeasures. Our
comprehensive professional and managed services and
continuous monitoring solutions help you streamline security
operations with automation. We can help you respond to,
remediate, anticipate and prevent threats to your business.

THREAT & VULNERABILITY
MANAGEMENT
Evaluate the overall state of your security with an objective
view of your organization’s policies, controls and processes.
We facilitate the development of an effective threat and
vulnerability management program, building upon your
security practices to help you continuously find, prioritize
and remediate vulnerabilities. Our expert professional
services and world-class solutions help to determine whether
you have been compromised, and help you take new
approaches to limiting dwell time and remediating intrusions.

IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Securely connect users to distributed services and deliver
accountability and transparency of access to the business.
Our IAM solutions and services promote capabilities spanning
internal and cloud-based services, enhancing user experience
while ensuring that only the right people have access to the
right assets, at the right time, and for the right reasons.

PROGRAM STRATEGY &
OPERATIONS
Manage your organization’s digital risk and compliance profile.
We offer a full range of solutions and services to help you
evaluate your program against established cybersecurity
frameworks, keep up with evolving data protection and
privacy regulations, augment staff, set policy, and develop
and execute a cohesive strategy for extending security
throughout your supply chain.

For more information, please contact your Sirius client executive,
visit siriuscom.com, or call 800-460-1237.
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